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An Opportunity to push National Temperance

Work—Open to All!
This article is intended for you if you are specially interested in helping out the temperance movement in

the United States. It is a suggestion that you take a share in a dividend paying institution, the earnings of which
will be paid daily and weekly in the form of increased interest and activity in behalf of the temperance cause
throughout the nation.

The offices of the General Secretary and the Legislative Superintendent of the Anti-Saloon League of America,
together with the Department of Organization, are now combined with headquarters in four large commodius rooms
in the Bliss Building at the National Capital.

The opportunities for service that will include the whole temperance movement have never been so great as
now. The facilities for large activity, however, that will be commensurate with the needs of this greatest of moralissues in America today are wholly inadequate. •

A need exists, which has become imperative, for additional machinery in the way of duplicating processes bywhich the efficiency of the already formidable working force in these four rooms may be multiplied many fold. In
the light for national legislation, embodying the interstate commerce issue, better laws for the District of Columbia,for the protection of the Indians, the people of Hawaii and Alaska, and a variety of .other matters of lesser import-
ance, letters and circulars need to reach the multitudes every week and sometimes every day. The Secretarial office
having been enlarged to a General Secretaryship has now a volume of correspondence which reaches into every state
and into almost every country.

Anyone who could visit these League offices at Washington almost any hour of the day would instantly beimpressed with the need of the additional machinery, which is the subject-matter of this article. Unfortunately our
National League treasury is in no condition to meet any such drain as this purchase would impose; its income being
inadequate to meet promptly its regular and necessarv expenses and the modest salaries.

Our only recourse is to appeal to the vast constituency of the League to help us meet this emergency. Withoutin any way interfring with what is now being done for the National and State Leagues, we have faith to believe
that there is a host of our friends who would like to take a share of from $5.00 to $50.00 each in creating the fund
with which to purchase this machinery, as follows:

Proposition No. 1.
A Flexotype machine, an up-to-date duplicating and printing process, including gravity type

setter with about 12,000 type, and the necessary additions to make the outfit complete. Hand
worked $350.00

Proposition No. 2.
An additional gravity type setter with type and necessary additions, so that neither the Sec-

retarial nor the Legislative office need to be delayed nor wait for the other (and providing dif-
ferent fonts of type, to match typewriters.) $ 98.00

Proposition No. 3.
An Addressograph outfit, by which envelopes can be addressed in wholesale quantities com-

mensurate with the production of letters and circulars by the Flexotype $200.00
We make this appeal to the numerous friends of the cause to send in their contribution or pledge at once

for such amount as they care to give, the aggregate of these contributions to pay for the various propositions. We
hope within ten days to have responses sufficient to warrant us in purchasing the machinery described.

Contributions or pledges can be sent to the Secretary. S. E. Nicholson, 30-33 Bliss Bldg., Washington, D. C.
Checks should be made payable to Foster Copeland, Treasurer.
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Does Prohibition Increase Sales?
It is often said by people that they

will vote to license saloons because
they know that liquor is sold under
cover and they think it would be bet-
ter to have the open saloon than the
blind tigers . This argument would
seem to indicate that the persons
making it believe about as much
liquor was sold in the blind tigers as
is sold in the saloons. Sober second
thought will show that this is a mis-
take. With even our one dispensary,
where the doors closed at six in the
evening, where one could not buy
nicely concocted drinks and where no
treating could be indulged in, there
was more liquor sold by far than is
sold in all the blind tigers existing
in Tuscaloosa county today. If this
is true what a difference there will
be with saloons on various corners,
all made attractive and inviting and
open until the hour of midnight every
night. If the men who sell liquor, the
wholesale dealers and the manufac-
turers, believed more liquor was sold
in the blind tigers than in the open
saloon, would they be in favor of the
prohibition laws which would mean

more money for them? They are not
in the liquor business for love of it,
but for its undoubted money making
allurements. They would be for any
law that would increase their sales
and if prohibition increased their sales
they would be for prohibition. If, on
the contrary, it is true that there is
less liquor sold under prohibition than
under the open saloon law, then is it
not wise to keep the prohibition law?
Anything that curtails the sale of
liquor is a help to the community.—
Tuscaloosa, Ala., Times-Gazette.

Beginning to See
The following from the Philadel-

phia Record, in reference to the new
vice commission, would indicate that
a new light is dawning on that re-
lentless foe of prohibition and apol-
ogist for the liquor interests:

“Restrictive and reformatory efforts
are sometimes decried as impracti-
cable schemes to make men and
women virtuous by law. The impos-
sibility of that may be admitted with-
out the same admitting that laws

against murder and robbery are fu-
tile and might as well be repealed.
Society is under obligations to afford
its members as much protection as
possible, even though complete pro-
tection may be beyond present re-
sources. The most striking fact dis-
closed by the Chicago investigation
was the extent to which vice has been
commercialized. There are financial
backers of vice. There is a consider-
able class of men who get wealth by
promoting it. The purveyors and pro-
moters of vice have their alliances
with drinking places, which are sup-
posed to be always under police su-
pervision.”—Catholic Abstainer.

Kin Hubbard on Social
Advancement

A social advancement club will be
organized under th’ barber shop
t’night if enough members kin be
secured t’ insure three kegs a w'eek.
—lndianapolis News.

Jackson county, Ohio, having been
dry for three years, refused, recently,
by a good majority, to vote in some
“model” saloons.


